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QUESTION 1

A developer creates a template-type for building editable templates. 

The resulting editable templates and pages must always contain a specific layout container that can NOT 

be deleted by the author. 

How should the developer meet this requirement? 

A. Add the layout container component by including it on the actual page component. 

B. Add a content policy to the template-type to disable the removal of the layout container. 

C. Add the layout container component to the initial section of the template-type. 

D. Add the layout container component to the structure section of the template-type. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A developer needs to create a banner component. This component shows an image across the full width of the page. A
title is shown on top of the image. This text can be aligned to the left, middle, or right. The core components feature a
teaser component which matches almost all requirements, but not all. 

What is the most maintainable way for the developer to implement these requirements? 

A. Use and configure the teaser core component. 

B. Create a new custom component from scratch. 

C. Overlay the teaser core component. 

D. Inherit from the teaser core component. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://helpx.adobe.com/es/experience-manager/kt/sites/using/getting-started-wknd-
tutorialdevelop/part7.html 

 

QUESTION 3

A developer determines that the dispatcher is NOT refreshing the cached page /content/sampleproject/ 

sample.html after it is updated. 

The dispatcher.any contains the following entries: 
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Refer to the $DOCROOT directory below: 

The dispatcher needs to cache the page and refresh it after it gets updated. What action should the developer take to
meet these requirements? 

A. Remove /statfile or /statfileslevel. 

B. Delete the contents of the DOCROOT directory. 

C. Change the value of the entry /statfileslevel to "3". 

D. Add the entry /0001 { /glob "-.html" /type "allow" } in the /invalidate section. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

A developer needs to change the label "Sites" in the navigation of AEM author to "Websites". 

Which action should the developer take to achieve this? 

A. Modify the node /libs/cq/core/content/nav/sites by updating the icr:title property value. 

B. Change the code of /libs/granite/ui/components/shell/clientlibs/shell/js/globalnav.js to display the new value. 

C. Create a new node /apps/cq/core/content/nav/sites and update the property icr:title. 

D. Modify the code of /libs/granite/ui/components/shell/globalnav/overlay/overlay.jsp to display the new value. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A developer is creating a custom method. This method must return a String property y from child x. the method must
use only Sling APIs. 

How should the developer retrieve property y of node x, and node x may or may NOT exist? 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: A 
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